Jeep tj clock spring wiring diagram

Discussion in ' Electrical ' started by Stillmacrae , Sep 1, Log in or Sign up. Welcome to Jeeps.
You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Post Reply. So I've seen a lot of these post up and about on different forums but I'm
looking for advice. I have a Rubicon Recon. Problems started probably within the first 3 months
of owning the Jeep. I noticed that the Horn would not function, then I noticed that the steering
wheel radio buttons would not function volume, station channel also the Uconnect buttons
would not work, dash menu buttons speedometer, tire pressure etc switch. The cruise control
buttons still work. Jeep went to the dealer, they told me it was the clock spring, they replaced it
and driving away I discovered the problem was still not fixed. I took the jeep back and after
working on it they told me it was the wiring harness that went to the steering wheel and after
replacing it and assuring me everything was working correctly I picked up the jeep, this time
tested it before leaving the lot, still didn't work. So on the third time I brought it back they told
me I had a bad TIPM unit but that it was on back order and they'd let me know when it came in.
About a month later I got a call, they replaced the TIPM unit and again as soon as I got the Jeep
I tested the controls and horn which they assured me were working and it still was not working.
When the problem first started it was intermittent. After the jeep sat a while overnight it would
not work The problem has been getting worse though and now it hasn't worked for the past 3
weeks. The guys at the dealer say they are at a loss and don't know what the problem is. Any
help or suggestions would be appreciated. Oh also the horn DOES still function If you lock the
jeep with the key fob the horn will go off, but it doesn't work when pressing the horn.
Stillmacrae , Sep 1, Great choice in the JK Recon but too bad about the issues. Be sure to
document all the service dates, receipts, service manager names as it should not end with them
at a loss to fix the problem. Report the issue you are experiencing to FCA for guidance. I would
try another FCA service department since the current one is at a loss for the issue. With the
exception of this issue I'm absolutely loving it. Thanks for the reply I will certainly do that, good
suggestion. Welcome to the site! Are they giving any ideas as to what they are going to do? No
not yet. I wanted to give them time. But this is getting ridiculous. I want to have a good
relationship so they honor warrenty. But this really should have been fixed by now and it
seriously makes me question the quality of their mechanics. Stillmacrae , Sep 3, So I talked to
the service guy today and he said that basically all of their guys are stumped. They have talked
to Chrysler and replaced all the things they were told to replace. He said there is a tech adviser
that will be at the dealership on Friday. I guess he's supposed to be really good and usually can
figure stuff out when no one else can. He is going to talk to the Tech adviser and call me by
noon on Friday and then we'll go from there. I'm half tempted to bring it to a reputable non
dealer service department just to have them trouble shoot it, then bring it back to the dealership
and say Stillmacrae , Sep 5, Probably not good for non-fca techs touching stuff yet.
Replacement parts or installation should be scrutinized too. Right I kinda though about it that,
maybe there was a problem with the part they were replacing it with. Not likely but possible.
You're probably right about non FCA techs touching stuff. I'll wait and see. I might still look at
another dealer if this one keeps having issues. Initially I got a call saying that it was the clock
spring and it had a short. I told them that the clock spring was the first thing that was replaced.
They said they were going to replace it anyways When they started to tear into it they
discovered the issue was with some wiring that went to the clock-spring but not the
clock-spring it's self, nor the wiring harness that they previously replaced. Picked up my jeep
today and everything is working as it should be. Stillmacrae , Sep 24, Show Ignored Content.
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determine if clock spring is bad? Thread starter mcoh Start date Jun 14, Tags clock spring jeep
tj wrangler. Joined Jun 14, Messages 32 Location Florida. Chris Administrator Staff Member.
Ride of the Month Winner. Why would the clock spring have anything to do with idling rough?
That shouldn't have anything to do with it at all. When the Clock Spring goes bad, ie your horn
stops working or your cruise controls stops working or your air bag light stays on, all
symptoms of a bad clock spring the TPS, Throttle Position Senor will receive electrical spike,
OBD II Codes P and P which will cause a rough idle, stalling and bucking at approx. What I'm
thinking to do is to remove the electrical connection into the clock spring harness and then try
to start the vehicle and drive it and see if the bucking and rough idle stop. I know I won't have
cruise control, driver air bag or horn. But until the part arrives, I though it would be a good way

to not only determine if the part is bad, but to use the jeep. My concern is the air bag I doubt it,
because it's theoretically disconnected. But wanted advise. I wasn't aware the clock spring was
tied into the TPS. I knew about the other stuff, just not the TPS. The airbag wouldn't go off, no.
However, you would have an airbag light that would be stuck on after that and require an SRS
scan tool a lot of OBDII scanners have this feature built in to reset the light. If so, you are
probably on the right track. Now, onto what you said. Tell me why the air bag won't go off. I'm
guessing because it's disconnected, right? Also, can you elaborate on the comments you made
about the "resetting" of the air bag light? Would I need a special tool to reset the light to the Off
position? The last thing I would want is for the light to remain on. Wouldn't the light turn off,
"after" I replace the clock spring with a new one??? Joined Mar 9, Messages 4, Location
California for now. Have you tried just letting everything dry out for a day or two? It's been
about 3 days since the big rain storm. Initially, right after the storm when I first drove the jeep,
everything seemed fine. But then, after the first short 20 minute drive, the next time I drove it, it
started to buck forward and lurch. The idle got real bad and it started stalling. The Cruise
Control would not go on. Then, the horn started going off all by itself. I disconnected the horn
from under the hood. Then, at the very same moment the horn was going off, I noticed the Air
Bag Light was on and wouldn't go off. I let the vehicle rest over night. I started in the morning
and the Air Bag light was Off and when I plugged the Horn back in, it was fine. So I decided,
after reading loads of blog posts, that I would put a fan, blowing on the steering column, to try
and dry things out. It's been drying out, for about 3 days. But still no cruise control and it's still
riding rough, bucking and it's got a bad idle. I've read a few posts where guys have said things
can resolve themselves once things dry out. But, I was wondering if I disconnect the wires from
the back of the clock spring, to see if the rough idle goes away, would there be any issue. I
mean, I don't care about missing my air bag, horn and cruise control for a week or so, until
things either dry out of don't. So long as I don't blow off the air bag. I don't recall the number
right now, but if you're worried about setting off the airbag there's a fuse you can pull to be
safe. Supporting Member. CodaMan said:. Jerry Bransford said:. There are actually two airbag
fuses and both must be pulled to disable the airbags. Leaving either fuse in will leave both
airbags enabled. Micoh, I'd give the clockspring another couple days to air out which means
leaving the windows open as much as possible before replacing it. I know you da man when it
comes to Jeeps!!! I've only had success doing so and I've done a lot of stuff over the years on
my Jeep. So thank you for all the time and effort you make Posting etc And thank you all for
responding. Let me just say this; Since I wanted to find something that would allow me to
confirm that disconnecting the clock spring, while it was still in place and since there's no
straight forward answer on the internet The answer is; you can disconnect the Clock Spring
Electrical Harness and by doing so, you can confirm that the Clock Spring is the cause of your
problems. Now, in one of Jerry's Posts Let me tell you Keeping in mind, lots of guys go for a
new TPS before confirming if it's the Clock Spring that's bad. How long, is long enough, to
confirm that trying to dry it out Again, thanks to everyone for all their help!!!! You guys are
great!!! ScottyD Member. Joined Apr 24, Messages 45 Location Swfl. Takes just about ten min to
get the clockspring out- just need a steering wheel puller tool Sent from my iPhone using
Tapatalk. I've read that it's possible to do just that. Pulling it out and trying to open it to dry it.
He did and it saved him having to purchase a New One. I think I'm going to go that route and will
let you guys know what I find. Hey guys, I'm updating here. Order it on Ebay from JC Whitney. I
removed the shroud, left my Jeep outside in the hot sun, I'm down in Florida for the last few
days. The Clock Spring showed up today in the mail. So before I started pulling the wheel off, I
reconnected the existing Clock Spring, sure enoughâ€¦â€¦.. Cruise working, no more rough idle,
horn fine and air bag light off. Mine appears to be working properly. I'll give it a few days and let
you know if it's all good. Then I'll return the part I think it's free return thru Whitney. Reactions:
KCsTJ. Joined Aug 26, Messages Location Memphis. Gordon Collett New Member. Reactions:
Jon Wildes , Dan T. Chris Myers New Member. Hey guys! I have been following this thread as I
had the same issues with the clock spring. Jeep was out in the rain overnight a week ago with
just the sun shade top on. In the morning I noticed the air bag light stayed on for a while but
then went out. Later in the day my wife said the Jeep was running like crap and would stall
when coming to stops. My search began online for reasons why this would happen and led me
to this thread. I first tried replacing the TPS and had the same symptoms. So this led me to
suspecting the clock spring. We live in Hawaii, and parts are not readily available here. Shipping
is expensive too. So before I just ordered a clock spring I decided to pull the current one and
inspect it. After much effort, I finally got the steering wheel off. What an ordeal that was since I
could not find the correct puller anywhere on island. I removed the clock spring and tested the
idle, worked perfect. I actually opened the clock spring unit and noticed the connector going
from the ribbon to the terminal contacts had quite a bit of corrosion. I did happen to have

terminal cleaner
e150 transmission
2010 galant
invision headrest dvd player
and conditioner from working on an old console stereo a couple years ago. I cleaned and
conditioned the contacts till they looked like new. Put it all back together, carefully mind you,
and hooked it back into the Jeep. Started up and ran just fine! I made sure to give the ribbon
coil enough space to turn in either direction, mostly guestimated to be honest. Got the wheel
mounted, cruise, horn and air bag reconnected and took him for a spin. Stalling and idle issues
are gone. I just thought I would add all this to confirm that with some effort and careful
handling, you can attempt to clean the inside contacts of the clock spring. Now that that is done
I will make sure to not leave the top off when it is raining! Gordon Collett said:. Jerry Bransford
really knows this jeep stuff and is a hell of a resource on all things electronic. Chris is no slouch
either. Those two make this one of two sites I will pay for. Reactions: Ditch. Ditch Member. Last
edited: Oct 21, Post reply. Top Bottom.

